Lab Slide Review
FLH 255
Thursday, February 23 (Next Thursday!)
(During regular lecture period)

Lab Review
CON 239
Monday, February 27
(Sign up for a session)

Midterm Lecture Review
FLH 255
Tuesday, February 28
(During regular lecture period)

Midterm Practical Exam
CON 239
Wednesday, March 1
(Sign up for a session)

Midterm Lecture Exam
FLH 255
Thursday, March 2
(During regular lecture period)
The sign up sheets for the lab review and midterm practical exams will be posted next Thursday morning (February 23) at 8:00a.m.

Sign up EARLY to avoid scheduling conflicts with your other classes.

Students should inform the Coordinator in person of any problems.

Sign in ink.

Sign only your name!

Do not exceed the session maximum.

Do not cross through anyone’s name without the Coordinator’s permission.